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Abstract: Sentiment Classification is one of the well-known and most popular domain of machine learning and natural language processing. An algorithm is developed to understand the opinion of an entity similar to human beings. This research finding article presents a similar to the mention above. Concept of natural language processing is considered for text representation. Later novel word embedding model is proposed for effective classification of the data. Tf-IDF and Common BoW representation models were considered for representation of text data. Importance of these models are discussed in the respective sections. The proposed is testing using IMDB datasets. 50% training and 50% testing with three random shuffling of the datasets are used for evaluation of the model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowing others opinion about a problem is very important information for manufacturing company[1]. Before internet, people used request for recommendation or suggestion before going for a product. But internet made this things easy and fast due to application of machine learning to understand and estimate the knowledge in text data. In this directions, automatic sentiment classification can be achieved using document classification. Document classification for set of n classes required a knowledge of n different classes[2-3]. A classifier will be trained using these information. Classification function will be defined for classifying unknown samples into one of the predefined classes based on the ontology present in it. [4-5]

Generally, the sentiment about an entity which includes movie, a product, a travel destination, opinion about a person, home appliance etc can be categorized into two categories: Negative and Positive or in other manner Bad or Good[6]. A systematic study towards an entity which includes movie, a product, a travel destination, opinion about a person, home appliance etc, will help a manufacturer to approximate the extent of a product.

It also helps the manufacturer to understand the market acceptance about the product. If the extent of the product is acceptable, he can go for increase the production, or he can determine the strategies to improve the quality of the product. Sentiment analysis can also help politicians to understand the public sentiment with respect to a specific policy or political views.

In machine learning, a sentiment classification can be designed by training set of positive and negative reviews about a product[7]. A set of test is considered to validate the effective of the system. The classifier used here will focus on the optimizing both class parameters value with set of binary values or with specified weights. It also requires features represented as attribute – value pairs. Most popular support vector machine construct a hyper plane by optimizing the training classes. For specific applications of sentiment analysis like mobile reviews classification requires rule based classifiers. It is because, in such application specific features need to be compared and there will be standard value for specific features. For example: Feature - mobile battery. One major drawback of rule based classification is it requires large amount of data and huge time for optimizing the classifier.

Based on the importance of sentiment analysis and application of machine learning, in this article address this with novel word embedding model. Major stages involved in this article include, pre-processing of input data, Representation of Sentiments using standard Tfidf and CBow Models. Construction of classification model.

It is quite clear that, text data is the common media for exchange of information. Using text data we all communicate each other, exchange our feeling etc. Input text data need to be formatted and transferred to machine understandable format. The feature representation models life Tfidf and CBow Models will help achieve this. Once the text data transformed into numerical data, then a classifier will be designed to for classification. This article is organized as follows. Section two Literature details, three proposed model for sentiment analysis. Experimentation and conclusion in section four and section five respectively.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Many researchers have done promising contribution to the field of Sentiment Analysis towards forecasting the price of the products using machine learning algorithms. There is large amount of research data is available in this direction.
But based on aim of this article we are focusing on text representation and classification for sentiment analysis. [8] Based on the literature survey it is clear that, the main forecasting is towards enhancing the accuracy of the system by properly detecting the false detections. Among machine learning algorithms, Support vector machine is one of the dominant algorithm which has shown significant results in classification of sentiments. SVM’s hyper planes separate the positive and negative class of information among the datasets. Finding the best hyper plane can be treated as an optimization algorithm. Many approaches have found with SVM and Information gain as a feature selection method. Generally, word frequency is considered than word probability.[9]

Another important model is based on N-gram based language model with the support of NLP for achieving good results in sentiment analysis. Here language is considered as major feature than the terms. Basically this method is derived from N-gram model. It is core concept of natural language processing used for sentiment analysis. This model also provides the probability distribution among the positive and negative classes. [10]

In association with the opinion mining application, the majority of the research indicates usage of machine learning and semantic orientation of the input text data. Majority of the algorithms are based on the supervised learning based approaches along with feature selection. Few works based on unsupervised approaches can also be found. In [ ] the word is closely related to finding the semantic orientation of objectives. It is based on the fact that there is a language constraints on the language meaning and its orientations of adjectives in conjunctions. Considering the supervised algorithms on large data corpus, time complexity depends on training the data. As an alternative to it, unsupervised algorithms approaches are proposed by many researchers for as alternatives. Key observations with his approach is performance depends on domain knowledge dependencies. The task of sentiment analysis of diverse data with less data labelled. Many solutions to this problem can also be found using deep learning algorithms.[12]

III. PROPOSED MODEL

Based on the importance of sentiment analysis and application of machine learning, in this article address this with novel word embedding model. Major stages involved in this article include, pre-processing of input data. Representation of Sentiments using standard Tf/Idf and CBow Models. Construction of classification model. It is quite clear that, text data is the common media for exchange of information. Using text data we all communicate each other, exchange our feeling etc. Input text data need to be formatted and transferred to machine understandable format. The feature representation models life Tf/Idf and CBow Models will help achieve this. Once the text data transformed into numerical data, then a classifier will be designed to for classification. To achieve good results in sentiment analysis, embedding model behind the text representation plays an important role. Here novel word embedding with Tf/IDF and Common BoW representation model is proposed. All the stages of the models is shown in Fig 1.

Input Data: In the early stages of the system, user’s reviews are collected. All the user’s reviews need to be transformed into classifier understandable format for classification. Hence, the input data will be subjected for preprocessing.

Preprocessing: In this stage, the widely used preprocessing techniques like stemming and stop word elimination are applied to make the data ready for processing.

Representation: This is one of the important stage of the system, which involves word embedding stage for sentiment classification. Hence this stage will be divided into several sub stages like word embedding stage and representation stage.

Word Embedding stage: Textual data is the common plat for expressing the information, sharing of views and sentiment exchange. Hence understanding text data for sentiment mining application is crucial task. One of the major issue we faced with understanding text data is, ways of represent the language i.e., a sentence can be represented in ‘n’ different ways.

Let us consider an example sentences: S1 = ‘This movie is not good’, and S2 = ‘It is a bad Movie’. It is easy for us to understand the S1 and S2 but making system to understand is difficult. To tackle such situation, we are proposing our own embedding model at word level. Each word in the sentence will be processing to find the embedding weight with the support of global positive and negative dictionaries. Once the word embedding is applied, each words contribution to the polarity of the sentence will be added as a weightage to the representation model. This technique will add good significance to each word and its contribution to the respective sentence.

Let us understand the proposed word embedding model in detail. A global D_positive and D_negative dictionaries will be designed for processing of text documents. Uni-Gram representation model will be considered to obtain the bi-gram and tri-gram data from input. One of the major reasons behind selecting bi-gram and tri-gram word model is to capture the semantics of the input data at word level. Each term (bi-gram and tri-gram) is compared with D_positive and D_negative to get the positive score and negative score using Jaccard similarity.

The processing of obtaining Jaccard similarity is equated in eq. (1)

$$Jaccard\ Similarity (\text{Vector}_i, \text{Vector}_j) = \frac{|\text{Vector}_i \cap \text{Vector}_j|}{|\text{Vector}_i \cup \text{Vector}_j|}$$

Jaccard Similarity is one of the popular proximity measure, used to measure how different given the two sentences are? Interest thing here is, N-Gram model will capture the context.
of each word and Jaccard Similarity will provide the jaccard index for the considered terms. It’s a kind of extracting the similar words with same sentences in the text. For normalization, we have restricted the jaccard index JacIndex value between 0<JacIndex<1. As result of this stage, each word will have two JacIndex associated with D_positive and D_negative. Based on the two JacIndex from D_positive and D_negative max pooling will be applied. Hence the JacIndex with max value will be added as weightage to text vector. To create a hyper plane between positive samples and negative samples, positives indexes are added and negative indexes are subtracted during text representation. All the above processes will be illustrated in illustration - 1.

\[ D_{\text{positive}} = \{\text{term1}, \text{term2}, \text{term3}, \ldots, \text{termn} \} \]

\[ D_{\text{negative}} = \{\text{term1}, \text{term2}, \text{term3}, \ldots, \text{termn} \} \]

Input: \{word1, word2, word3, word4, word5, word6, word7, word8, word9, word10\}

Preprocessing: \{ word1, word3, word4, word5, word6, word7, word9, word10\} // stop words are eliminated

Bi-gram model: \{ [word1, word3], [word3, word4], [word4, word5], [word5, word6], [word6, word7], [word7, word9], [word9, word10] \}

Tri-gram model : \{ [word1, word3, word4], [word3, word4, word5], [word4, word5, word6], [word5, word6, word7], [word6, word7, word9], [word7, word9, word10] \}

Now, consider the term [word1, word3] from bi-gram. It will be subjected for obtaining JacIndex. As a result the term [word1, word3] will have two values with respect to two dictionaries. These JacIndexes will be added / subtracted based on the polarities to the TF/IDF and CBow vectors. Hence a proper context sensitive word embedding model can be obtained for sentiment classification problem. The proposed word embedding model is evaluated with standard state of art embedding models. The details of the experiments, details of the datasets will be presented in the respective section of the article.

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS

Any machine learning algorithm need to be evaluated for its proficiency using globally accepted datasets. Hence in this article, we are also conducted a serious of experiments, the details of these experiments can be found in current section. For the proper evaluation of the proposed word embedding model, IMDB movie review dataset. It is one of the largest dataset consists of 50,000 data samples can be used for training and testing of algorithms. For the sake of experimentation, dataset is splitted into training and testing ratios. Based on few journals in this domain, the dataset is splitted into 50% Training and 50% testing. Three sets of such samples sets prepared by shuffling the data samples among training and testing. Also the proposed model is evaluated based precision, recall and f-measures metrics over the scale between 0 to 1. Table – 1 presents the details of the experiments conducted for demonstrating the efficiency of the system. The Fig 2: F – Measure Scores of the proposed system over IMDB dataset with TF/IDF and Fig 3 : F – Measure Scores of the proposed system over IMDB dataset with CBow
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Table. 1 F – Measure Scores of the Proposed system over IMDB dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMDB DATASET WITH 50:50</th>
<th>TF/IDF</th>
<th>TF/IDF with word embedding</th>
<th>CBow</th>
<th>CBow with word embedding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F-Measure</td>
<td>F-Measure</td>
<td>F-Measure</td>
<td>F-Measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train 1 50 : 50 Random</td>
<td>0.8476</td>
<td>0.9087</td>
<td>0.8709</td>
<td>0.9395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuffle Set 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train 2 Random</td>
<td>0.8610</td>
<td>0.9090</td>
<td>0.8916</td>
<td>0.9412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuffle Set 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train 3 Random</td>
<td>0.8453</td>
<td>0.9157</td>
<td>0.8730</td>
<td>0.9543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuffle Set 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig1: Measure Scores of the proposed system over IMDB dataset with TF/IDF

Fig 3 : F – Measure Scores of the proposed system over IMDB dataset with CBow

V. CONCLUSIONS

This article presents the novel word embedding model for sentiment classification applications. Sentiment classification is most popular application of natural language processing which is having huge scope for improvements. Here we have made an effort to capture the knowledge with word embedding and state of the art text representation models. Four different types of experiments are carried out to present the goodness of the system.
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Based on these experiments the proposed model is capable of producing f-measures as 0.8453, 0.9157, 0.8730 and 0.9543 for TF/IDF, TF/IDF with word embedding, CBow, CBow with word embedding respectively. The proposed model is having scope for enhancement in many directions. It can be enhanced in text representation and developing model particularly for the proposed model. Machine Learning is a big domain, which has having many applications. Some of them are [13-18]
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